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bortion: Roe vs. Wade and its implications

e forthwith acknowledge our aware
cithe sensitive and emotional nature of
lbortion controversy, of the vigorous
· g views, even among physicians,
of the deep and seemingly absolute
•lll'ctio'ns that the subject inspires. One's
hies, one's experiences, one's ex
to the raw edges of human existence,
's religious training, one• s attitude to
life and family and their values, and the
illllli-•;...1standards one establishes and seeks to
e, are all likely to influence and to
one's thinking and conclusions about
. n."

So states the preface of the 1973 land
U.S. Supreme Court decision.

1992 marks the 19th anniversary of93 S.
70S, otherwise known as Roe vs. Wade.
is also the year in which the Court has
ced plans to review Planned Parent
ofSoutheast Pennsylvania vs. Casey.

ition may rise,
dget may fall -- again
ge 2]
ve an affair with a
nd
age 7]

Classifieds • 15
Comics• 15
Puzzles• 15

This is a year
in which Roe
vs. Wade could
be overturned.
In its pre
scription re
garding the be
haviorof a phy
sician,
the
Hippocratic
Oath states, "I
will neither
give a deadly
drug to any
body if asked
for it, nor will I
makea sugges
tion to that ef
fect Similarly,
I will not give
to a woman an
abortive rem
Photo by Scott Copeland
edy." How
More than 500,000 people flooded Washington D.C. Sunday to let lawmakers know they fully
ever, the Su
support the landmark 1973 Roe vs. Wade Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion.
preme Court
both parents. Lastly, married abortion seek
stated within its Roe vs. Wade decision that Health Department of Southwestern Ohio.
Planned Parenthood of Southeast Penn ers would have to notify their spouse oftheir
even the Hippocratic Oath reflects only a
subjective philosophical viewpoint; "the sylvania is scheduled to be reviewed by the decision.
Sabrina Pritchett, communications coor
Hippocratic Oath is a Pythagorean mani Supreme Court April 22. This case attempts
dinator for Planned
festo and not the ex
Parenthood of the
pression of an abso
Miami Valley, said
lute standard of moral
the Ohio Informed
conduct."
Consent Law is par
An oath written
1984
.lnfo.rmed consent
allel to the Pennsyl
·•· ·· · ···•· ,., ·.
,,,, ·,......,.,.,.,.,.,. · ,,,,,. {:?.
law requiring parental notification or a
more than 1,900 years
:~:·
·:?:'
.
:··::
·:::::.;
decision by a judge.
vania case scheduled
ago still subject to de
~~~~~~~~~~
for review. "What
1973 Roe v. Wade
bate. Is it any wonder
1986 Ohio passes an Informed consent
U.S. Supreme Court:
law requiring parental notification of both
the Ohio Informed
that a decision made
Court ruled that women
parents.
had a right to an abortion
Consent
Law does,
only 19th years ago
based on implied privacy
and
thus,
conse
right
of
the
U.S.
impassions so many?
Constitution .
quently,
the
Pennsyl
Roe vs. Wade le
vania Casey Law
galized abortion based
does, is not actually
on the concept of pri
seek to inform
vacy as defined within
women to make a
Constitutional amend
April 22 1992 Supreme Court scheduled to
valid choice and de
ments: "The right of
1980 RHgan Elected President:
review Planned Parethood of Pennsylvania v.
cision about what
Reagan ran on an anti-abortion
Casey: Unfavorable ruling may severly restrict abortion
privacy is broad
platform.
..._
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__.
s9'J.f!C1;;_°'1111dla~!!...rc;I\, l'.ltll•Maaad'"' ~~"Yj::~"~ ·
they want to do as far
enough to cover the
as an abortion, but
abortion decision; that
forthem [women] to
the right, nonetheless,
is not absolute and is subject to some limita to put severe restrictions on the availability withhold their consent for it altogether."
The Ohio Informed Consent Law, which
tions; and that at some point the state inter oflegal abortion. If upheld, it would provide
ests as to protection of health, medical stan that the patient be subjected to a 24 hour Pritchett refers to, was passed in 1986. This
waiting period before undergoing an abor law mandates that if a woman under 18 (an
dards and prenatal life become dominant."
tion,
receive state mandated materials re unemancipated minor) seeks an abortion,
"The current federal standings say it is
legal for an abortion but it does not say that garding the procedure and be informed of one or both of her parents be notified of the
the states can't pass their own laws regard the benefits of both pre-natal and neo-natal scheduled procedure." A young woman, who
See "Abortion"
ing that in certain instances," said John Ket care. The case, ifupheld, would also provide
continued on page 6
tering, district administrator for the State that women younger than 18 notify one or
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WSU raises tuition;
further hikes possible
ii

Steve McCain
Assistant News Editor

l .

Pholo by Becky Ruef

Mark A. Sanders Is escorted back to his cell by police
after pleading not guilty on a two-year-old rape charge.

Sanders pleads
not guilty to rape
Becky Ruef
As5istant News Editor

Sanders was arrested last April
byFBlagentsinOgden,Utahwhere
he was living in a homeless shelter.
Mark A. Sanders, 45 year-old He was extradited to Missouri
former employee of WSU's where he stood trial for a rape there.
School ofMedicine was arraigned
According to the Missouri
Friday in Greene County Com Training Center for Men, in
mon Pleas Court by Judge M. ' Moberly, MO., Sanders was con
David Reid. He plead not guilty victed of forcible rape. He was
to robbery, rape and felonious sentenced to 25 years.
sexual penetration.
Sanders was transported from
Sanders stands accused of the the Missouri Training Center for
April 2, 1990 attack ofa 19 year Men to the Greene County Jail.
old mentally disabled woman in Because he is currently serving the
the women's restroom on the 25 year sentence in Missouri, he is
lower level of the Medical Sci being held without bond.
ences Building. He was identi
His pre-trial will be held on
fied in a photo lineup by the April 29, and the trial will begin on
woman he attacked.
May26.

I Rape In Ohio

A case of criminal mischief was
reported in the West Parking Lot.
In addition, at 1251 Forest Lane
22, a theft was reported.

I
per

~ 1,000,000 population for 1988.

42 6
·

Forcible rape in Ohio's
Columbus 594
largest cities per
Cleveland 844
1~00,000 population
for 1988.

Cincinnati 296

March 30
A male was reportedly abducted
from the PE men's locker room,
but refuses to cooperate with Pub
lic Safety. A theft was reported in
West Parking Lot, and a case of
telephone harassment was reported
at 1287 Springwood Ave. 306B.

March 31
SOURCE: THE UNIVERSAL~-'NAC 1991, FB~ Unlorm cnm.19parr. 11118
Grophlc&y Oralg 8aJi - Ti. Gu,vdlar\

"We want to com
pete with the upper half
of Ohio's schools. We

can't do that without
similar funding."
-President Paige E.
Mulhollan

•If the tuition cap holds and state
funding is cut, several options ap
pear for university officials. Mul
hollan said his administration has
already made enough cuts to absorb
a minor decline in state funding.
"Butdepending upon the severity of
any (state) cuts," Mulhollan said,
"We may have to look atoptions." If
the cap holds, the only option may
be more WSU budget cuts.
•Thebest possibility for students
would see the tuition cap hold and
the state budget axe not cut funding
to universities; nothing likely would

change for WSU in that situation.
Mulhollan said there are too
many variables to predict theevelll5
of the next few weeks, but he abJ
called both budget cuts and a tuitioo
cap removal "very likely, unles.11k
state comes up with more revenii
enhancers." He also emphasii.ed
WSU'sabilitytoabsorbminorfuJil.
ing cuts because of this year's Uru.
versity cost cutting.
Regardless, Mulhollan said a
further tuition hike  beyond 1l't
already announced 7 percent
would "very unlikely change sunr
· mer tuition," adding, "People ii!
already making their plans based11 Ille
the current cost."
iml
Anadditionalcosthikewasmai Wi
between the fall and winter quaJill! • ·
of the 1991-92 academic year.Mt
hollan said "I very much hope 1111
we can keep tuition within it .
percent"
"Y
The Wright State UniveJSil!
policy to keep within the middled
the Ohio state school 1.-0stspecl!ll _ .
according to Mulhollan, is based •fCI'
therelativequalityofeducation.' ·
want to compete with the upper
of Ohio's schools," he said.'
can't do that without similar f
ing."
He said Wright State tties
keep university faculty pay ei
th" fourth, fifth or sixth hig
a : .iong the 13 state-funded univ
ties. To help afford that and Oli
costs involved with remaining
petitive, he said tuition needs to
at fifth, sixth orseventh among
same schools.
"Without that policy," M
Ian said, "the University would
disadvantaged in the long run."

ms

Campus thefts continue unabated
March 29

r l Forcible rape overall in Ohio

.,

Although Wright State was
among the first ofOhio's schools to
announceatuitionhikeforthe 1992
93 school year, future university
funding is still undecided.
TheWSUboardoftrusteesraised
tuition the maximum state-allowed
7 percent to$%1 per quarter begin
ning in the fall. But with a looming
deficit in the state budget, higher
education  and Wright State 
may see cuts in funding.
The tuition hike is expected to
raise an additional $2.5 million for
the university, but deeper cuts in
state funding could result in higher
tuition or even more WSU budget
cuts. Undercurrent state regulations,
$961 is the most Wright State can
charge per quarter in the upcoming
academic year.
Presidents from 12 of the 13
state schools in Ohio have asked the
Ohio Board of Regents to have the
current 7 percent limit on college
tuition increases removed. WSU
President Paige E. Mulhollan was
the only dissenting vote on that re
quest.
Mulhollan acknowledged, how
ever, that a tuition cap removal could
still mean higher student costs. In
keeping with the university policy
to stay in the middle of Ohio's state
university cost spectrum, WSU may
have to hike tuition to keep up with
the 12 other schools which have
already announced hopes to exceed
the cap.
Oneoffour scenarios could come
about on the Ohio state university

scene.
•Perhaps the most costly  and
most likely  scenario for Wright
State students would be a removal
of the tuition cap and state funding
cuts. In that case, WSU may be have
to boost tuition in keeping with other
schools and raise cash while also
making budget cuts.
•If the tuition cap is removed,
but the university funding is not cut,
WSU may raise tuition enough to
keep it within the top seven in state
school tuition costs.

At 1245 Springwood Ave. 306B, a
case of telephone harassment was
reported.

April 1
A case of tampering with a coin
machine was reported in the Steams
Building, and a case of aggravated
menacing was reported in 064 Mil
lett Hall.
April 2
In 115F Medical Sciences Build
ing, a case of telephone harass
ment was reported.
April 3
A criminal damaging was reported
at 1275 Springwood Ave. A theft
was reported in 130 Engineering
and Mathematical Sciences Build
ing. A man was arrested in Hamil
ton Hall on an arson warrant.

April 4
In Springwood Upper Parking
a case of criminal damaging
reported. A case of disorderly
duct was reported at the Nu
Center.
April 5
At 1263 Springwood Ave.
Floor, a case of criminal misc
was reported. A case of aggrav
arson was reported across from
Millett Hall between 5 - 5:22
April 6
In Millett Parking Lot, a cast
theft was reported. A case of
phone harassment was report
1239 Springwood Ave. 105B.
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SU students participate in Detroit conference

e

Claudine Convey
Associate Writer

ituation.

Five Wright State members of
Public Relations Student Soci
of America attertded a joint
erence of the east Central and
· valley districts in Detroit on
·~weekend.

'lbePRSSA conference, which
red about 185 students from
ls, offered numerous semiwith speakers from such com
. as Ford Motor Co., General
ors, Dow Chemical and
· hPublishing. Topics such
pint media relations, intema
public relations and owning
own public relations firm,
highlighted during the semi

• like this year. The economy was
very bad and jobs were hard to
find," said Rudolph Difazio, direc
torofmedia relations for Blue Cross
and Blue Shield. Difazio offered
additional advice, "There are a lot
of jobs out there that are
unadvertised. You need to market
yourself. You never know who
knows something. Talk to friends,
neighbors and relatives - any
one who can give you a tip on a
job."
Maria Servizi, president of the
WSU chapter of PRSSA, said she
found the conference informa
tional. "The speakers this weekend
emphasized that we should look

for volunteer work for experience
in public relations," said Servizi.
"This may be a good transition
from college to your career goals.
But everyone is aware we need to
get a job to support ourselves while
we are getting the experience we
need."
The conference, held at the
Renaissance Center in downtown
Detroit, was hosted by Central
Michigan University and Wayne
State University. A few of the col
leges which attended were Ohio
University, The Ohio State Uni
versity, the University of Michi
gan and the University of Ken
tucky.

percent
hangeswn
'People 111
resume reviewing, corpo
Uls basro11 •brochures and tips on profes
iml etiquette and ethics.
k.e wasmai With many 1992 graduates fac
nter quanm 'grim job prospects due to the
year.Mt many, many of the student's
ch hope Ill fllioos focused on what qualifi
It . ms they needed to get a job.
"You need something to make
I Unive11111 JIU .stand out, there are a lot of
he middle "1ified people out there. The job
~st spectnl met is tough everywhere, not
is based . rorthecommunication fields,"
rcation.'
Colleen Robar, promotion di
he upper
fortheDetroitMonthly. "Do
said.'
er Y,OU can in college. It's
imilar f
but stick it out Volunteering
ICleJtperience can help tremen

r·

. That year was very much

WSU PRSSA chapter president Marla Servlzl and news
anchor Guy Gordon {WXYZ, Channel 7, Detroit).

TUESDAY NIGHT IS
~
cy," M
ity would
ongrun."
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~
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The Wright State University Salling Club Is rushing to
victory at a regatta on Saturday. Wright State was one of
14 schools represented at the day-long race. Other
schools Included The Ohio State University, Xavier
University, Miami University, University of Cincinnati,
Toledo University, Michigan State University and Kent
State University to name a few. WSU managed to avoid
turning their boat In the 40-degree weather.

Three students arrested during
the "April Fool's Round-upH

f,
fthin

y."
"I graduated the summer of

photo by Ellen Bozyan

~
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IN SUGARS AT
THE HOLIDAY INN

Make your own Tacos and Burritos

Three Wright State University
students and one Service America
employee were among the 22
people arrested by the Greene
County Task Force, during what
officials are calling the April Fool's
Round-up.
Alan Newsome of Dayton, a
junior majoring in financial ser
vices, was charged with five counts
of trafficking marijuana.
Brian T. Hawkes of Fairborn, a
senior majoring in marketing, is
facing one count of trafficking

marijuana.
John B. Lindsay, Jr. of Fair-·
born, a junior majoring in chemis
try has been charged with one
count of aggravated trafficking of

cocaine.
Douglas A.Jones of Fairborn,
an employee with Service
America, the food service con
tractor for the university, has been
c;harged with one count of aggra
vated trafficing of marijuana and
one count of aggravated traffick
ing of cocaine.

AfghanWigsMarcAlmondAlphavilleAmericanMusicClubAncientsAnythingBox9
ztocCameraBadBrainsBunderasBauhousBeautifulSouthAdrianBelewTheBelo
vedJelloBiafraBADBigPigBlakeBabiesBlessingBlueAeroplanesBlurBoDeansB
ookOfLoveBoxCarBraindeadSoundMachineBuckPetsCabaretVoltairComoflag
eCam~rVanBeethovenCandySvimsCavedogsChainsawVillansChapterhous

eChris+CoseyChristOnACrutchChurchCliffsOfPoonenCocteaTwinsConcreteB
londeConnelisConsolidatedCorrosionOfConformityCranesCureCyberautifParl
insBudsDanielleDaxDeadCanDanceDepecheModeDieKreuzenDinosaurJcDr
opAcidDylansEchoAndTheBunneymenEden808StateElectronicErasureExces
siveForceFarmFatimaMansionFront242Fu~atiGhostOfAmericanAirmenGlove

Gutter'boyHappyMondayHeliosCreedHexH1ttHoleHyperlovewheellnTheNurse
ryJane'sAddictionJazeButcherJesuslizardJoyDivisionJodybalsKaytydidsKitch

e~sOfDistinc;:tionKMFDMLavaloveleavingTrainslordsOfAcidloveBatteryMac

h1nesOflov1n9GracelanMcCullochMeatBeatManfestoMinistryMoesMylifeWit
hTheThrillKillCultMySistersMachineNegativelandNewOrderNinelnchNailsNirv
annaNltzerEbbNonMeansNo100HomoDISORBOriginPegboyPigfacePIXIESP
sychodoc:tsReallifeR~HotChiliPep~rsREMReplacer:nentsRevengeRollinsB

~

andSchn1ttAchtSevenS1monsSevenS1condyShamenS1ngleGunTheorySisters
OfMercySkinnnyPuppySlowdiveMashingPumpkinsSmithsSocialDistortionSoft 1
Cell Superch unkSwansTheyEatTheirOwn THisMusta!ToadTheWetSoroketTool ·
UrgeOver1<illVerlainesVulgarBoatmenWaterlilliesXXYoxoYolafango

C.D. CONNECTION

4pm - Spn:- l.D. Required
Special Drink Prices on Can Beer, Well
Drinks,Draft Coors Light, Pitchers of
Coors Light, Pitchers of Margaritas,
Strawberry Daquiris and Screw Drivers.

FOR ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
THERE'S NO ALTERNATIVE
Now carrying
Top Selllng Cassettes

.--~~~~~~~-,

Beavercreek

LHarua Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of
Wright State University

Corner of Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
in Kettering

St Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i-75
Near Toy's 'R· Us
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Support
student
rally
Steve McCain
Asst. News Editor
and
Kevin Kearney
Editor-In-Chief

The c~arette

LETIERS

that removes
fiscal
responsibility.

Editing
helped to
offend
readers

,•'

:\'' . '

SUR6EON 6CNERAL'S \IARNIN6:

Thi$ procluu mQy leQd ~o

runQWClY increGsts in

In a scurry to erase the Ohio
budget deficit, state officials have
again targeted higher education for
subsidy cuts.
To avoid the inherent problems
involved with budget cuts, officials
from most of Ohio's state schools
have tried to remove the current 7
percent tuition cap.
University officials basically see
two options: we can accept state
budget cuts, keep the tuition cap and
consequently cut various programs.
Or we can accept budget cuts,
remove the cap and use higher
student fees to balance the budget.
On the surface, either scenario
seems logical enough.
But students across the state have

The,1.

Guaru1an
Wrtpt St.ta'• Be.dmt Newwp......

The Guardian is an independent newspaper
printed weekly during the regular school year
and monthly during the summer. The
newspaper is published by students of Wright
State University and printed on recycled
paper. Offices are located at 046 University
Center, Wright State University. Dayton,
Ohio 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a majority
of the editorial board (editors and assistant
editors). Editorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in
colu1TU1s and cartoons are those of the writers
and artists.
© 1992 The Guardian

ADYERTISING POLICY
The Guardian reserves the right to censor,
reject or disapprove of any advertising copy
in accordance with any present or future
advertising acceptance rules established by
The Guardian.
Appearance of advertising in The Guardian
should not be used to infer the staff supports
or condones the use of any products or
services mentioned therein.

tuition.

~-·· raised a third option. We can avoid
the budget cut altogether 
consequently keeping the tuition
cap at 7 percent while still keeping
our educational programs.
As idealistic as that may sound,
plans have already been made for a
rally at the Ohio statehouse in
Columbus on April 22. In fact, the
WSU Student Government is
sponsoring buses to transport
student supporters to and from the
event.
If state-level politicians were to
see an active-.and probably voting
EDITORS & MANAGERS
KEVIN KEARNEY Editor-In-Oiief
TRACI CARTE Business Manager
CHRISTY BOCKOVEN Advertising Manager
THOMAS J. LUCENTE, JR. News Editor
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GREG BILLING Sports Editor
TONY CIARLARIELLO Chief Photographer
CRAIG BARHORST Graphics Manager
STEVE GRANT Production Manager
MEGAN JORGENSON Circulation Manager
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student coalition, their
propensity for butt-kissing might
drive them to seek other solutions to
the budg cns1s.
However, states are not allowed
to spend more than they have, unlike
the federal government. So with the
recession-induced shrinkage of
Ohio's tax base and the consequent
plunge in state tax revenue, budget
cuts will be made. But education 
which in many ways is the future of
the state and the nation- should not
be made a sacrificial lamb (again).
And it's not that students in Ohio
are unwilling to take a fair share of
the imminent statewide cuts. In fact,
quite the contrary has proved true in
recent months.
Higher education ~ which
comprises just 12.4 percent of the
state budget - absorbed 39 percent
of Ohio's February 1991 budget cut.
In a second round of cuts last
January, higher education bore 29
percent of the state's cutbacks.
Couple those disproportionate
cuts with the embarrassing fact that
Ohio already ranks about 44th of the
50 states in the percentage of
students' education subsidized at
state institutions. It seems clear that
Ohio's public-funded education has
been neglected for far too long.
Buses leave campus April 22 at
JO a.m.for the rally and return at 1
p.m. To register, stop in 033
University Center or call 873-2098.

Concerning my letter in the
March 12 issue of The
Guardian ("WSU shouldn't
promote condoms"):
I know that my letter
offended many people, but
part of the reason for the
offensiveness was caus~d
because the most important
paragraph was edited out, as
the three periods at the end of
the letter indicate.
I stand behind the letter,
because extra-marital sex is a
sin and should not be
promoted by selling condoms
on campus, but I did not mean
to sound "holier than thou"; I
am just as guilty of sin. I am
sick of people undermining
Jesus Christ as the foundation
of this country and this
campus (or any other
institution) has any right to
endorse and okay what the
Bible clearly states is wrong.
So, editor, please print the
last paragraph of my original
letter as follows:
"Do not deceive
yourselves: no fornicators,
idolaters, or adulterers, no
sexual perverts ... will inherit
God's kingdom. And such
were some of you; but you
have been washed,
consecrated, justified in the
n~e of our Lord Jesus Christ
and in the spirit of our God"
(I Corinthians 6:9-11 ).
We are all damned at birth
because of our sins, but with
belief in Jesus Christ as God
and repentance of our sins,
we can be forgiven and saved.
AARON MINCH

Thursday, April 9, 1992
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film lineup
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These days, lines
between journalist fact
and forced opinion blur.
But it is my opinion
that the so-called "review"
of University Center
Board films for spring
quarter in the April 2 issue
C'UCB cinema falls flat
with film flops") was an
unwarranted attack that
served only to further the
journalistic ego of the
critics.
It was written because
the Writers simply had the
power to do so.
And yet, the slash to
cinema, video and to the
University Center Board
in general does inevitably
open a world of concerns
surrounding our
organization and the
misinformed opinions
about it.
Simply put, the view
many students have of
U<:;B only reflects the
overall lack of support and
student involvement. Most
are either unaware of what
we do or they just choose
to ignore it. Complaints
aboutUCB's
programming have little
weight coming from those
who are not involved.
Students who question us
need to get involved.
And as far as Wright
State cinema and video
are concerned, I question
the use of the term
"mainstream" in the April

2 article. Long before I
was cinema chair, before I
was enrolled at the school,
UCB 's film line-up
included the likes of
Revenge of the Nerds,
Animal House and Pee
Wee' s Big Adventure.
The so-called "off-the
wall-John Waters" film
days of yore that the
critics long for existed
only for a short time
under the pretense of a
program that simply
catered to the personal
biases and preferences of
one individual cinema
chair.
Wacky John Waters
films week after week
does not a successful
program make.
But we haven't
excluded those types of
films either (only 5 of the
11 films for spring cinema
were listed in The
Guardian's article). UCB
video is another story. Its
format has changed little,
if any, since its inception.
The critics should be
careful of their
presumptions. We walk a
fine line in programming:
accessibility and
involvement vs.
alternative, more obscure
choices. We see the
attendance firsthand.
Wim Wenders, the
German filmmaker has
written: "because one
takes oneself more
seriously than one writes
about, one either raves
about or ravages films,
but always from on high,
and not with any
knowledge of the works in
question. This kind of
journalism is without
character, conviction, that

is to say without any real
opinion and it willfully
serves nothing other than
its own image."
See you at the movies.
(UCB general meetings
are Fridays at 3 p.m. in
041 UC).
DAVID HANSEN

Was there
more than
one Peace
Studies
lecture?
Did Donald Cohen and
Rabbi Glickman (March
12, "Peace Studies should
promote new thinking,
conflict resolution") really
hear the same Peace
Studies lecture by
Ambassador Clovis
Maksoud that I heard? It
hardly seems possible, but
if they did, then they
"listened" with very deep
and intractable
preconceptions.
I did not hear
Ambassador Maksoud
"dehumanize and
delegitimize" Israelis. For
instance, he did not say
that Israelis are
"mutilating Arabs;" rather
that Israel is "mutilating
the national culture of
Palestine."
He did not suggest or
imply that his vision of
peace "would mean the
end oflsrael as a Jewish
state." Rather, he
reminded the audience
that the PLO has

recognized Israel's right
to exist, that Jewish
immigrants have a
legitimate right to settle in
Israel, that Palestinians
and other Arabs are
committed to negotiations
for peace and willing to
change the status quo.
Far from being a
complex conflict between
Israel and its Arab
neighbors, Ambassador
Maksoud suggested that
the conflict is about land
- Palestinian, Lebanese
and Syrian land which
Israel controls illegally
according to international
laws (the very ones that
were applied to Iraq). That
the Israeli government
continues to build
settlements in the
Occupied Territories
while refusing to define
its national boundaries, to
deny Palestinians their
basic human rights
including their right to
return, and to insist on
Palestinian participation at
the peace conference on
Israeli terms (no PLO or
East Jerusalem delegates,
no discussion of
Palestinian national self
determination, no

settlement freeze) are
undisputed facts
overlooked by Cohen and
Glickman.
Ambassador
Maksoud's only
"demand" was for
consideration of Arab
views and Palestinian
perspectives. Since such
opportunities are rare, his
presentation at WSU does
represent "new thinking"
and does contribute to "an
academically sound
analysis." Ambassador
Maksoud' s peace
message emphasizes the
need for true
reconciliation based on
honest intellectual effort
and strategic thinking by
all sides instead of
ineffectual discussion,
political maneuvering and
unilateral compromise.
I was enlightened and
encouraged by his lecture.
So also, I expect, was
Ambassador Maksoud' s
audience at the University
of Dayton's Conference
on "Intractable Conflicts"
co-sponsored by the
Jewish Federation of
Greater Dayton.
ANNA BELLISARI

WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?
Share your opinion with
the
Wright
State
community by writing a
letter to the editor and
addressing it to:
The Guardian-letters
046 University Center
Dayton, Ohio 45435

name, telephone number
and class standing.
Libelous or offensive
letters will be rejected, as
will letters that request
money from readers.
The Guardian reserves
the right to reject letters
dealing with theological
Letters should be under arguments or letters which
400 words and include a make allegations that
signature, printed full cannot be proven.
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''Abortion''
is under the age of 18, should have
her parents involved in a decision
such as this. However, to legislate
that communication between a
parent and a young lady is very
difficult," says Pritchett.
The Ohio Parental Notifica
tion Law also has an exclusionary
clause.
This provides that if a minor
believes she will be the target of
mental, physical, or emotional
abuse as a result of this notifica
tion, she may access the by-pass
clause included in the legislation.
This allows for the appointment
ofan attorney and the confidential
hearing of the case by a judge.
Upon completion of this process,
a decision is made as to whether
parental notification is warranted
Yet another legislative action,
this time on the federal level, is
The Freedom of Choice Act.
"If the bill is successfully

Quad, moat to undergo make over
passed, everything that the pro
lifers have been working on since
Roe vs. Wade came to being al
most 19 years ago, will have been
wiped out," states a newsletter pub
lished by the Christian Life Coali
tion, pro-life organization. Accord
ing to the labor sub-committee,
where the bill originated in Con
gress, this one-page bill would guar
antee the right for a woman to have Dawn Leger
an abortion.
Special Writer
Within this myriad of legisla
tion, adult females continue to have
WSU'sFounder's Quadrangle
access to abortions. There are three
abortion clinics which operate in and nearby surroundings are
the Dayton area. An intersection scheduled for reconstruction in
between Pro-Life and Pro-Choice June.
Nicholas J. Corbo, the Univer
groups, these clinics are either the
sity
Engineer and Associate Di
scene of a heinous crime or a con
rector
of the Physical Plant, said,
crete statement in the exercise of
"basically
what we are going to do
reproductive choice. So we went to
is
repair
everything
out there that
one.
ABORTION SERIES CONTINUED NEXT needs repairing." This includes
sinkholes and potholes along walkWEEK IN THE GUARDIAN.

Moat to remain
dry during the
summertime
construction

ways as well as the low brick walls
in front of the Quad buildings and
around its grass area. Pavers various-shaped stone pieces of a
very dense material - covering
a sand base will replace the bricks
and "raise the level of the Quad
slightly, blending it in so we will
have a slight slope," Corbo added.
This will also allow for better
drainage.
Work will be done one section
at a time and remain primarily
within the Quad, expanding be
tween the Allyn Hall Lounge and
Millett Hall, a little past the east
comer of Fawcett Hall, and half
way past Founder's square.
The lighting will also change.
"We are going to modernize it,
upgrade it, and improve the light
level throughout the entire Quad
for nighttime," Corbo said.
The Allyn Hall Lounge moat,

normally filled in late May, Wil
remain empty until reconstructiOQ
is completed. The reason fortJus
is the sand, stone and concrett
structures that could contamina~
the water and clog circulatiOQ
pumps and filters, according~
Corbo.
The moat's parapet, however
will be fitted all around with~
wood-treated lumber benches~
provide comfort, relaxation, an
better visibility.
Aside from a more plellS3Q
appearance and usage, the r
structed Quad will assure thecam.
pus comm unity with safety. C
said, "We are going to elimi
the tripping hazards from theb
and the broken concrete, and
ice conditions formed by the
that are now puddling water.·
will be better and therefore~
for all concerned."

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.

Allyn Lot - Remote Resident Zone

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nurs
ing offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus new study op
portunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Vi

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduaces prove
we've gor rhe expertise and resources it cakes to help
students succeed .

CALL (513) 293-1725

TODAY
3077 KETTERING BLVD. •SUITE 319

Kaplan Test Prep
~TheAnswer

© 1992 Sranlcy H. Kaplan Fducarional Cen
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Friendship Affair "to celebrate diversity"
wever.

ith red

WSU Friendship Affair brings
other cultures to America

hes w

ater.
re~

Wllllam Saunders
Spotlight Editor
. Justabouteveryonehasadream
toseewhattherestoftheworldhas
to offer. The only problem is, as a
Wright State student, there is a lack
of time and money. Fear not, young
student - your chance to see the
world is here.
The WSU International
Friendship Affair is bringing the
world to you and squeezing it into
the Upper Hearth Lounge this
Sunday. The Friendship Affair
gives a rare opportunity to
experiencetheculturesandcustoms

of other societies.
ImadNouri,agraduateassistant
in the Office of International
Student Programs, says that "the
focus of the Affair is to get the
Dayton community aware of the
presence of international students
and to celebrate diversity."
Dance and music from various
backgrounds including Greek,
Korean , Polish , Indian and
Lebanese will be the highlight of
the event Students from various
countries will display photographs,
artifacts and videos that
demonstrate their heritage.
For those with an international
appetite, there will be a lunch
featuring many foreign dishes.
There will also be complimentary
punch, tea and coffee available.
Adriana Ardila, a Colombian
student majoring in computer
engineering at WSU, and her
roommate Jennifer Meece, a

The International Friendship Affair wlll bring dance and song to Wright State University.
Spanish major, are officers in
WSU's American International
StudentAssociation(AISO),which
is co-sponsoring the event. Both
Ardila and Meece agree that the
Affair and the AISO benefits all

students.
"There is a need to bring
students together," says Meece.
"International students learn about
American culture and meet
American friends," notes Ardila.

"American students learn about
otherculturesandothercountries."
The WSU International
Friendship Affair will take place
this Sunday in the Upper Hearth
Lounge, from noon to 4:30 p.m.

Putting life into a new light
For Colored Girls to be performed at WSU
"It has the
power to move a
body to tears, to
rage, and to an
ultimate rush of
love."

you

hurt

gee

-Marilyn
Stasio

rove

1elp

~19
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Paul Chapman

This Is Moody Blues. They play music. They played
the Nutter Center Sunday night. This Is them playing.
They played well. The floor was sticky with beer.

William Saunders
Spotlight Editor

The cast of "For Colored Girls" ready to put on the show.

Monique Elise Porter, the
director of the production For
Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When The
RainbowlsEnuf,describestheplay
as "the story of being alive and
being a woman and being colored
in a world of unacceptable mean
streets and deceitful men."
The play, a work by Ntozake
Shange, was first performed on

Broadway in 1976. Her work has
drawn praise from many critics,
such as Marilyn Stasio who said "It
has the power to move a body to
tears, to rage, and to an ultimate
rush of love."
In Shange's own words, "my
work attempts to ferret out what i
know & touch in a woman's body
... "The cast calls the play 'a
celebration of black women."'

Monique hopes this production will
open more opportunities for
African-Americans in the theater
program.
The play is being sponsored by
the Black Student Union.
For Colored Girls will run April
9-12 at 8 p.m. in the Creative Arts
Center. Tickets for the April 12
performance will be available at
the door.
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The end of the world made funny
Good O~ens tells the ultimate tale ofArmageddon -- with humor
Andrew Eigel
Special Writer
Book Review
"The End" is near - are you
ready? Good Omens, by Neil
Gaiman and Terry Pratchett, tells
the story of the end of the world in
hilarious detail. Anyone who's
familiar with Douglas Adams or
Monty Python will appreciate the
book's distillation ofBritish humor.
The story follows Aziraphale,
an angel who owns a bookstore in

London, and Crowley, a fallen
angel. Through history, each has
done their job of either thwarting
wiles or inducing chaos. Crowley
enjoys tying up the cellular phone
lines at noon, though his superiors
don't appreciate or understand his
efforts.
By the time the end ofthe world
rolls around, Crowley and
Aziraphale find out that they
actually like each other, and
humans as well. This complicates
matters when their respective
bosses decide to make them

of
executive
producers
Armageddon.
They each play an uneasy part
in the events leading up to
Judgement Day. Crowley gets
charge of the anti-Christ, who was
to be taken care of by the nuns of
the Chattering Order of St. Beryl.
As Crowley and Aziraphale
reluctantly work againsteach other,
a mix-up occurs at St. Beryl and the
Destroyer of Worlds ends up in
lower Tadsfield, leading a small
group ofchildren called Them. The
book comes complete with

footnotes, for Americans and other
foreigners, and is populated by a
slew of wacky and off-the-wall
characters: Anathema Device, a
part-time witch and professional
descendant; Madame Tracy,
medium and painted Jezebel
(mornings only, Thursdays by
appointment); and the politically
correct Four Horsepersons of the
Apocalypse- Death, Famine, War
and Pollution (Pestilence quit in
the early 1930s, mumbling
something about penicillin.).
Gaiman and Pratchett have

19
Wiii

turned out an excellent book
malcing a not-so-funny topic qui~
fun. The authors even went outside
ofthe text with their humor. Gaiman
makes a note in the "About the
Authors" section that he likes for
fans to buy him banana daiquiris. N
There is even a warning on the
second page that states "Kids! : fl
Bringing about Armageddon CaJi :
be dangerous."
ire1
Good Omens is now in
paperback, so you have no excuse
for not looking into buying it and
adding it to your collection.

Bruce Springsteen double-times with two albums
ROWDY'S RATING

CLASSIC
Human Touch takes five

Scott Copeland
Staff Writer
Music Review
Most album reviews have some
kind of analogy in them. The artist
writes like such and such, or has a
sound approximating so and so.
Then there are the artists that are so
good that they are the standard
others are compared to.
When sex is used, the
comparison is invariably made with
Madonna. When sheer musical
genius is cited, the reference point 1
is Prince. And when the artist is a ,
great storyteller, they are invariably
compared to Bruce Springsteen.
Springsteen has (finally)
released his two new albums,.

10

SESSIONS
FOR $3Q.oo

Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB

Call 879-7303

Human Touch proves who "The Boss" really is, and
Lucky Town reveals Springsteen's inner self
Human Touch and Lucky Town.
With the new albums, Springsteen
seems to finally be happy. He has
found joy in life with his new family
life. The end result is albums that
strike a more upbeat tone than in the

past
Yet he is not a blindly happy
man. Look at this lyric from "Human
Touch:" "So you been broken and
you been hurt/ Show me somebody
who ain't." It is decidedly clear
throughout the songs that although
he still sees a tough world, he has
found a part where he belongs.
Human Touch is the more
polished, assured album of the two.
On this album, Springsteen shows
more ofa willingness to experiment
with new ideas musically. The
highlights include wailing guitar and

Hammond organ of"Soul Driver,"
a song with more soul than any he's
ever done; and the painful muted
trumpet of the quiet "With Every
Wish."
Springsteen has become so
popular because of his lyrics, not
his music, and on that score he also
delivers on Human Touch. The
sarcastic and funny indictment of
television in "57 Channels (And
Nothin' On)" is a highlight, as is
the light desperation of the title
song.
The story of the second album,
Lucky Town, has been well
documented. While putting the
finishing touches on Human Touch,
Springsteen tried to come up with
a final song for the album. Instead,
he came up with another whole

album.
As you might expect, Lucky
Town is a little rougher around the
edges than Human Touch. It is not,
however, the stark, simple album
that some reports make it out to be.
It is not the roughness ofNebraska,
but more like the simple eloquence
of Tunnel ofLove.
The album was recorded in his
personal home studio, with little
outside help. The end result is an
album that musically tends to sound
a little too similar from track to
track, and one that does not stand
out like Human Touch.
Springsteen's strength is lyrics, and
here the album is a standout. The
lyrics are very personal and cutting.
This album helps to prove the
general rule that the more personal

ROWDY'S RATING

****

EXCELLENT
the lyrics, the better.

·..·

The lyrical highlights incluoc ' \
·\
thmgs are looking up for h111
,;
"Book of Dreams," an out andoo fJ.
declaration of love; and especiall;
...
1
"Souls of the Departed," in whic
a typical father worries about d't
life his young son will face.
The ultimate highlight of thes:
two albums is the song th~
concludes Human Touch, "Pl)I!
Boy." This quiet lullaby sung~
Springsteen and Patti Scialfa {hi
wife) is so beautiful in its simpli~
that it inspires tears. Outstandini
Basically, the verdictforthealbUJll!
is the same: Springsteen has
lost his touch. As a lyricist, he
remains the man IQ beat.

"~etter Days," h~s declaration~.

The 8th Annual
International Friendship
Aff al•r

Sunday, April 12, 1992
Noon to4 pm
Upper Hearth Lounge and Cafeteria
in the University Center
Free and Open to the Public
Featuring:
E
• international students' cultural displays
• ethnic dancers and music
Pl1
• coffee, tea and punch at no charge
• an international lunch and pastries available for purchase
For more information call 873-2712
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The~tre takes the stage
]992-93 season mixes drama with comedy

SU

mam Saunders
tllght Editor
book,
ic quite
toutside
t

.Gaiman

For those students who are
looking forward to the next
I year, the WSU Theatre
thasannouncedits 1992

bout the
likes for
~n.
tlaiquiris.
Nwense by Dan Goggin opens
on the season October 8 through the
"Kids!
.Nrursense won theOuterCritics'
don Cai
· le awards for best off
way musical, best book and
music. The basic premise of
play surrounds five nuns who
a ralent show to raise money
the Little Sisters of Hoboken.
Thedrama The Grapes ofWrath
i&wsnext November 12 through
Adapted by Frank Galati from
JOOnSteinbeck's novel, the play is
~ awimer of a Tony award and an

Outer Critics' Circle award. The
play follows the exploits of the
Joad family as they flee the
dustbowl of Oklahoma for the
supposed riches of California.
January 28 to February 7, 1993

hosts Michael Frayn 's Noises Off,
a play-within-a-play about a group
of actors struggling through a
comedy farce.
The Tony award-winning
drama Children of A Lesser God
by Mark Medoff takes the stage
February 25 to March 7, 1993.This

play follows the romance and
marriage of a headstrong deaf girl
and the devoted young teacher she
meets at a school for the deaf.
On May 6 through 30, 1993,
finishing up the season, will be
Rodgers' and Hammerstein's
classic play Oklahoma!, directed
by Worth Gamer, former artistic
director of the Cincinnati
Playhouse in the Park.
Subscriptions to the WSU
Theatre 1992-93 season are now
available to current subscribers.
Subscriptions will go on sale to the
general public beginning April 20
through the WSU box office.
For more information about
the 1992-93 season, contact the
Wright State Department of
Theatre Arts at 873-3787 or the
Theatre Box Office at (513) 873
2500.

~
1ce to be
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Recruitment fair to
ease job hunting
Chris Cato
Asst. Spotlight Editor
If you're a junior or senior,
the majority of your time this
quarter is probably being spent
looking for internships and jobs.
Many other students from other
schools have already done their
interviewing process, because
they get out earlier. Well, finally,
WSU's tum is up.
The 1992 Spring Recruitment
Fair will be held April 9 from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m., PE Main Gymna
sium. There will be 23 compa
nies represented at the fair that
caters a great deal to students
majoring in fields of nursing,
business,geology,and liberal arts.
Letters were sent out to those
students to get them interested

and get them ready for the fair.
If there is a guaranteed fact
about the fair, it is that al1of these
companies have jobs. "Every
company at the fair has jobs,"
said Susan Cox, associate direc
torofCareer Planning and Place
ment. "No one was to come here
if they didn't have jobs."
An added attraction to this
fair is that the companies have
jobs for all students, whether they
are leaving after graduation or if
there's a year or so left until that
big summer day . And the com
panies are all local, so students
could continue to work, while
paving their way through school.
This is the first spring re
cruitment fair at WSU. Organi
zation for the event began 45
days ago.

We're on the Road Again!

Time Is Running
Out...

especiall!
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Ladies Night
Every Wednesday

Men's Night
Every Thursday

Plus: Dj's Thursday - Saturday!!!
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-9
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99% effective (not "Rhythm")
works with irregular cyclei.
employs all useful fertility signs
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FREE
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Grad School
Counciling
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EDUCATIONAL GROU,

Couple to Couple League

Call for an appointment

For information & class schedules
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movie," but to call it that is to deny the range and power
of this film, which pulls off the impressive feat of being
feminist while not being anti-male. The film features an
Oscar-winning script by Callie Khouri, and the best
work to date ofnominees Susan Sarandon, Geena Davis
and director Ridley Scott. (E. Robinette) Playing next
week on video in the Rathskeller.

Basic I nsti.ncl
Last week Eric Robinette recommended this
film . This week, I register our first major
disagreement in the year we have been writing for
The Guardian. The major flaws: The hero is a jerk,
the mystery isn't, and the script is filled with dumb
lines. And no, I dido 't find the film much of a turn
on, either. (S. Copeland)

-c(/)

My Dinner with Andre (not reviewed)
Few titles that I can think of are so descriptive of a
film . Almost the entire movie is a long dinner
conversation between the two principals, Andre Gregory
and Wallace Shawn, who also wrote the screenplay.
Some say the film is tedious, others say it is mesmerizing.
Judge for yourself. (E. Robinette) Playing Friday and
Saturday at 8 p .m. in 116 Health Sciences.

*

Clara's Heart
Clara, as portrayed by Whoopi Goldberg, is the
second coming with a slipping accent who unloads
her sayings on every·o ne within shouting distance.
She isn't a human being, she's a talking fortune
cookie. More disturbing is the apparent moral of the
film, which is to always be happy and never express
sadness, an approach most psychologists will agree
is wrong-headed. The only reason to watch this is to
see "pre-Doogie" Neil Patrick Harris, excellent in
his first acting role. (S . Copeland) Showing on video
this week in the Rathskeller.

c1

*****

The Bicycle Thief
To steal the idea of a WSU film professor, this film
is as close to perfection as cinema gets. This jewel of the
Italian realism movement is on that short list of films
that has changed film history forever, with its use of
location shooting and natural style. (S. Copeland)
Playing Sunday at 7 p .m. in 116 Health Sciences.

*****

Thelma and Louise
This film has often been called a "female buddy

(1)
Reviews
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Baseball
Brian Anderson

Softball

··

Beth Dodson

Raiders thump
Illinios-Chicago in
MCC opener
Anderson and Buck lead
Wright State sweep at home

Golf ·
Kevin Jones

Men's Tennis

Greg Billing
Sports Editor

Nathan Bntnnon

The Wright State baseball
team wasted no time winning in
the Mid-Continent Conference,
sweeping a weekend double
header with Illinois-Chicago at
WSU, 4-1 and 8-0.
With the two wins, the Raiders
improved to 11-9 on the season.
The sweep was the first of the
season for WSU, after splitting
four previous doubleheaders.
Leading the way was pitcher
Brian Anderson, who notched his
fifth win of the season to go with
just one loss. Anderson started the
first game, giving up one run and
lowering his earned run average to
a team-leading 1.56.
Anderson, the workhorse of
the team, has pitched 46 innings
- a team high. He is also leading

Soft~iiU~ •·•· :•
Akron d. WSU 8-0 . ·
WSU d. Cleveland 8-:l
Cleveland St. d. WSU 6-5

St

the team with 54 strikeouts amd
six complete games in six starts.
Anderson has allowed 36 hits and
just eight earned runs. The only
loss Anderson suffered this year
was a 1-0 loss to Michigan at
home.
In the second game, Wright
State showed the conference they
won't be pushed around, shower
ing the Flames pitching en route to
the 8-0 win.
WSU's Darrell Back im
proved to 3-1 with the win. Back's
ERA is at 3.46 with 29 strikeouts
and 10 earned runs allowed.
Offensively, left fielder Tyler
Illyer continued to lead the team
with a .538 batting average, but
has played in 5 games. Illyer has
collected two doubles and a triple
among his seven hits in 13 at bats.
Brian Buck, who has started 19
games, has 27 hits in 69 at bats is

pnoto by Megan Jorgenson

Wright State went swinging for the fences against llllnols
Chlcago April 5, sweeping a doubleheader In MCC action.
tops among starters with a .391
average. Buck also leads the team
in home runs with four and RBI' s
with 13.

Catcher Dan Young is hitting
.370 for the Raiders in 19 games.
Young also has a homer, a grand
slam against Michigan.

Opponents flatten Lady Raiders in tourney

Men's tennis at Akron
··. .
AprJl.10 .·. \.
Golf at Marshall InYitatiOnat
Men's tennis at X.2uQgsfo~~ · ·
St. ······. .
....
t\pril l l
llolf at Mar.Shall Invitational
Softball atValparaiS.o
~omen~s tennis at Clev~and

.

St, · ·

.·>.

... · Apr~l~

.

·· ·

... ., .,_. _.•~ilu·· ·
Basebalhs. YouttgsiQwri. St.

· c1.;.(~·

.. .··-·.·.·.

·.·.·:::::'.{:::··. :::::··

. · ~;nc?•· .·.:.. •
Men's tennis vs, Toledo
April l4

Baseball atDetroit .• .
.·.·SOftball vs. N. Kentucky

The WSU wheelchair basketball team recently placed sixth at a national tourney. Two
members, Kim Manin (13) and Anne Reed (45) were selected to play on the U.S. Olympic
team.

Ken Paxson
Assistant Sports Editor
The Wright State University
women's wheelchair basketball
team ended its season March 25
29 at the 18th National Women's
Wheelchair Basketball Tourna
ment in Evanston, Ill.
Although the Lady Raiders

perfonned well, they won only
one game out of three and finished
sixth. The only win for WSU came
in the opening contest, when team
captain Julie Webb hit a clutch
shot with three seconds remaining
to seal a victory over longtime
rival Chicago, 20-18.
In the other two games the
Lady Raiders were defeated by the

Sothem California Sunrise,47-12
and the Minnesota Rolling Tlm
berwolves, 38-20.
WSU may have had a disap
pointing end to the 1991-92 sea
son, but good news arrived for
some individual players that
brightened up the year.
Kim Martin, a 1991 graduate,
was one of only twelve players

selected to play on the U.S. Olym
pic squad that will compete in Bar
celona, Spain this summer. Sec
ond-year player Anne Reed, who
was second in team scoring forthe
tournament with 15 points, was
chosen as an alternate.
There was also good news for
assistant coach Jean Denney. She
was elected as secretary of the
women's division executive com
mittee.
Two other teams participating
in the tournament had WSU and
local connections.
The team that placed fourth in
the tournament, the Texas Heat,
were led by WSU alumni and
standout-athlete Pam Fontaine.
The Bay Area Meteorites, who
placed fifth in the tournament, had
two ties to the area.
Fonner WSU staff member
Kathy Black and Fairborn native
Susie Grimes helped lead the
Meteorites to a respectable fifth in
the tournament.
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Injuries, conference foes knock Raiders around
of the team's problems can be
attributed to the players rushing
themselves and being too cautious.
"They 'II improve the more they
Losing at home is never easy
play," he said. "The girls were
and the Wright State softball team
anxious to play after our spring
learned that the hard way April 4trip and we had bad weather con
5.
ditions. It's tough to get up when
In a pair of doubleheaders Ak
it's 38 degrees out there."
ron and Cleveland State combined
Hawker said he has been
to ruin WSU's first homestand,
pleased with the overall perfor
defeating the Lady Raidmance of his team and
ers three out of the four
especially the play of
games . The Raiders
the team's only pure
dropped to 4-11 on the
catcher
- freshman
1s 1s a young team that
season.
Beth Dodson.
doesn't have much experience play
Akron shut out WSU
"She has come along
in both games of a
real
well and played
ing together," said Hawker. "It's hard
doubleheader April 4, 4great defense," said
0 and 8-0. WSU also lost
to keep their intensity level up. One
Hawker. "She's been
the second half of a
making the same plays
game they'll be up and then the next
doubleheader against
~t the plate that she has
Cleveland State 6-5
all season."
thing you know the girls get in a hole
April 5, but played bril
The Lady Raiders
and they fall to pieces and panic."
liantly in the first game
will have to continue to
by dominating the Vi
improve because they
kings 8-1.
have three doubleheadWright State coach Jerry for WSU, Hawker believes the ers on the road against tough op
Hawker said the win showed just team will come together as the ponents in Morehead State, Val~
how much potential this young season - as well as the weather paraiso and Ohio State.
team has.
- kicks into high gear.
Hawker believes his team has
"This is a young team that
"I'm happy with the girls we the ability to compete with any
doesn't have much experience have," said Hawker. "We're just body and that will come with ex
playing together," said Hawker. not executing and doing the things perience.
"It's hard to keep their intensity we have to do to win. The stuff we
"The talent is definitely there,"
level up. One game they'll be up have to be able to do."
said Hawker. "It's just a matter of
and then the next thing you know
Hawker explained that many it all finally falling into place."

Ken Paxson
Assistant Sports Editor
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the girls get in a hole and they fall
to pieces and panic."
One reason WSU is struggling
is the injuries the team sustained
on the spring trip to South Caro
lina. Last week Hawker received
the unfortunate news that one of
the injured players, Missy Harris,
would be leaving the team to have
knee surgery . Although this
shrinks an already small lineup

''Th· ·

Golf team up to par
after first tournament
Monica Bucklew
Special Writer
Looking towards the second
tournament of the season, the
Marshall Invitational on April 10,
the WSU golfteam is preparing for
a challenge. "We want to create a
pride in the team and show that we
can be competitive," said coach
Fred Jefferson.
"The team is very young, both
chronologically and in terms of
experience. They are all talented
players, but they are still adjusting
to playing at a higher level of
competitiveness."
The schedule facing the team is
not an easy one. It will be compet
ing against high-caliber teams in
well established tournaments. The
only home tournament, the Ohio
Collegiate Classic, will be played
April 13 at the Troy Country Club.

WSU will enter two teams to allow
more of the team to compete.
Five team members competed
in the season opener at Purdue,
placing fifth in a field of14. Lead
ing the Raiders was Kevin Jones,
who shot 77 the first day and 69 the
second for 146. He was followed
by Sam Arnold (77-71-148),
Randy Cherubini (81-83-164),
Tony Elieff (80-75-155) and Sam Arnold
James Whitacre (78-77-155).
"Most of the game comes from
"After the first day, we looked
atour performance and seta goal of those shots made within 100
shooting 300. We shot 292, the yards," said Jefferson. "Some
third best score for the second members were shooting the only
day," said Jefferson.
shot they knew so we practiced
"We want to be reinvited to all new shots. There's so much time
the tournaments, so we hope to between shots that it's as much a
place in at least the middle of the mental as physical game. When
field and we're pushing for some you're playing 36 holes, that's ten
top five finishes," said Jefferson.
hours, and the mental exhaustion
Practices are designed to de can make you physically ex
hausted."
velop the young team.

photo by Megan Jo

WSU's Kelly Goodwin snags a llne drtve against Cleveland

WSU to offer
instructional cainps
WSU will offer .instructional
camps for volleyball, soccer and
basketball this summer.
There will be three volleyball
sessions. All sessions are open to
boys and girls from ages 10-17 and
will be held in the PE Building at
WSU. WSU head volleyball coach
Steve Opperman will direct the
camp.
The soccer team will offer a
camp for four weeks. Touted as
Ohio' s finest, will be held on the
WSU campus and will be in
structed by WSU soccer coach
Greg Andrulis. Guest coaches,
such as the Dayton Dynamo's Jeff
Popp and Hylton Dayes, will also

attend.
A basketball team camp will~
offered at the Nutter Center. A
Camp of Champions will also ~
held.
The team camp will allo•
teams to play seven games and•
least one tournament game. BOii
camps will be monitered by IN
WSU basketball staff, led by h
coach Ralph Underhill.
The Camp of Champions
work mostly on fundamen
Several guest speakers will
attend.
For more information on
camps, contact the WSU Athl
Department at 873-2771.

Correction:
Last week; Prashant N. Sahay, tire organizer of the March cricket
telecast, was not credited with arranging the event. The telecast wll
March 20, 22 and 24 on tire WSU campus.
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crosse team captures second in Flyer Cup; falls to rival UD
WSU Lacrosse team's quest
league championship was
temporarily April 4-5 as the
took second in the Flyer
lhe University of Dayton.
Raiders went 2-1 during the
competition, falling to UD
y's final. The Flyers won
a tough rivalry between the

s huge,"

said Mike
eier,amemberoftheteam.
ve a good club. They've
the last couple of times."
loss was the first for WSU
, giving it a 5-1 record.
this season, WSU went un
in winning the Indiana In-

of the Raiders' goals this
is to build more support for
. After a large turnout at the
Cup, Wright State is hoping
same crowd response during
ming games.

"Wehadagreatturnout(atUD),"
Poeppelmeier said. "We need more
people to come out and support us.
We also want people to come out
and play or to just watch."
Anyone interested in playing for
the team should call Chris Sperber
or Andy Sweetman at 426-7437 or
Dave Noll during the evenings at
426-2636.
"We are trying to get a higher
following for more respect,"
Poeppelmeier said. "We're a club
team, but we like to have fun. We
practice three times a week. We're
Serious about it, that's for sure."
The Raiders' record backs that
point up, since they have won about
(>(}-70 percent oftheir games during
the last six or seven years.
In order to play for the team, a
person needs a stick, helmet and
shoulder pads.
"Shoulder pads are something
everyone has to have," said
Poeppelmeier. "If they have a stick
and come out, we'll try to get them
the other equipment If anyone is
interested, we'll get them going."
This year's offensive weapons
areJohnKuehnleandKeithKroeger.
Kuehnle has scored 17 goals and
three assists for 20 points and
Kroeger has 11 goals and 8 assists
for 19 points.
In goal for WSU is Sweetman,
who has recorded 59 saves while
giving up 6 goals per game.
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Cerofted Meclliu1lcs

For full coverage of Wright State news, insightful
commentary, stories covering entertainment and sports,
editorials, comics and classifieds, you don't have to look
any further than your nearest Guardian News Bin. The
Guardian is your student-run newspaper.

The Wright State lacrosse team has stormed to a 5-1 start this year, winning the Indiana
Invitational and taking second In the Flyer Cup held April 4-5 at the University at Dayton.
WSU wlll be In action again this weekend with three home games.

LACROSSE CLUB 1992 SPRING SCHEDULE
AJril

10

at Wright-Patterson 7 pm.

May

April
April
April

11
12
18

John Carroll

May

2
9

April

25

A?iJ.

26

Cincinnati
at Indianapolis City
Ohio University

Kentucky

lp.m.
2p.m.

Earlham

2p.m.

May
May

10
16

Toledo

2p.m.
2pm.
lp.m.
2p.m.

at Toledo Invite
at Toledo Invite

TBA
TBA

May
May

23
30

at Earlham
at Ohio State

2pm.
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l IH EVENTS

___JI1m SERVICES

Scholushlp lnform.tlon S.rvlc. . can
help you find money for college. Every
student is eligible . Our Comprehensive
DatabaM, with over 200,000 listings,
represented over $10 billion in private
sector tlnanclal aid. Our service matches
students to awards based on information
provided , including career plans , family
heritage and academic interests. We
guarantN to find you at least seven
sources of prlvata sector financial aid or
we will refund your money. Call 1-800-<484
8062 Todayl

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE regardless
of grades or income. 200 ,000 sources
representing $10 billion . All you have to do
1s apply . Call 1-800-783-7413 forrecorded
information .
$100 Reward - For information leading to
recovery of two silver trays left in foyer of
Rike Hall during weekend of March 21 and
22. Family heirlooms. Please call Judy
Williams at the Euro Bistro, 878-1989. No
quesoons asked ; I'd be so grateful to get
the trays back.

I~ HELP WANTED

I

An anendant needed for morning summer
B session. Bathing , dressing, personal
hygeine. Applications now being accepted .
Contact Man at 427-3447. $5 an hour.
$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like" form .
EASYI Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations . Guaranteed paycheck. FREE
24 Hour Recording 801-379-2925 Copy
#OH10KEB
Want/need tS live in Dayton? Woman
College Grad. with pleasant disposition
needs responsible woman to share
beautifully furnished house on quiet street
near Oregon District. 4 blocks for Rt. 35.
$200 month-heat & water paid . No pets-No
smoking-available in Mayl 223-4520 after 5
or on weekends.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs. Earn
up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a
$1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 65

Professional income tax preparation at a
reasonable fee. Will come to your home.
Individual and small business. All states .
Gary Beckler 427-5455 or 372-6325.

Climbers, Backpackers, Cavers, Divers.
The WSU Mountaineering Club is forming .
If you are interested in getting out and
doing something a little different, come to
our first meeting, Wed 418192, 7pm, Room
330 Millet or send a note to: Dan, WSU
Mountaineering Club, WSU Mailbox N610.

Fraternities , Sororities,
Clubs, Groups, Teams
NOBRAINER
FUNDRAISER
Absolutely No Investment!
Eam hundreds of dollars per
day! $1,000 or more per week!
Ask for Darren between
9 :00 am & 5 :00 pm
CALL TODAY

ID PERSONALS
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet
there anytime for $169 for the East Coast,
$229 for the Midwest (when available) with
AIRHITCH I (Reported in Let's Gol & NY
nmes.) AIRHITCH® 212-864-2000.

Ill RENT/ HOME
AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE- adjacent to Area B, WPAFB,
4.8 Ml. to WSU, 1 Bdrm dlx, ww carpet, Al
C, 600 sq. ft.; ample, lighted parking; quiet,
secure area. #11 & #23 RTA bus out front.
UNFURNISHED- $280-350/mo.
FURNISHED- $310-360/mo.

IEI SERVICES
ABET WORDPROCESSING. Specializing
in academic manuscripts and formats
(APA). Resume service, correspondence.
Reduced student rates plus 20% first visit
discount. Rush jobs. 429-2475.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. IN-HOME
OR OFFICE SERVICE. SAME DAY
SERVCIE. REASONABLE RATES.
EXPERIENCED . CALL JO ANN
NUMBERS, CFP 253-4343 M-SAT 8AM
8PM.

WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (UCB) presents
THE BICYCLE THIEF . A masterpiece of
Italian cinema. Ground - breaking realist
drama. A man and his son search the
streets for a stolen bicyde needed for the
lather's new job. Sunday at 7pm in 116
HS.

Funday Monday in the Ratl Come and
enjoy a little Latin Yodeling, and play some
cards while you're at it. All part1c1pants
(card players, not yodelers) will be entered
in a raffle. Monday, April 13, 7pm in the
Rat.

A CAREER IN

MEDIA
Now la the time to atart
thinking about applying
for any of the three
atudent media positions
at Wright State. These
Jobs could give you
valuable experience and
an edge after
graduation.

GJ~i!!t

•

EDITOR·IN-CHIEF
Supervises 25-30 employ. .s and
overues all departments. Knowledge

1-80~69- 7678

~f:~~t~~IO~d~~~:;:~~:,C: are
essential. For more Information contact:
Student Media Coordinator Karyn
8
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What are the issues, what
Is the history, what does
abortion mean to college
students? This quarter
Tlte Guardian explores
these issues with a special
4 part report. Look for
further installments all
this quarter.

Thea1.

----

Guaru1an
Committed to keeping
you informed

•

NEXUS

Lituaiy Magulne

EDITOR
Ov...- production and content of
Wright State's Literary Magazine.
Appllcaru should be lamllfar w•h
cul'l9nt trends In literature, poetry and
art. For more lnlonnallon contact:
Student Media Coordinator Karyn
Campbell at 873-2987 or Faculty
Advisor James Thomas at 873-~935.

106.9fm WWSU
Student Opel'lltd Rldlo

GENERAL MANAGER

t:Ui:.u~~r~d:~r~;::1~1ty
of Wright State's federaRy lk:e,_d 10
watt redlo station.For more Information
contact: Student Media Coordinator
Karyn Campbell at e73-2987 or Faculty
Advisor Bill Hanks at 873-3179.

lntareated atudent• should
aubmlt 11Ppllcatlona on or

before April 17th, 1992.
For more Information and an
application contact Karyn
Campbell at 873-2887

from

A~

TYPING, from $1 .50/page. Printing, spell
check only, $1/page. Laser quality.
AScademic manuscripts, lromats (APA).
Complete resume service . 20% first visit
discount. ABET . 429-2475.
A BETTER RESUME You have a big
investment in your education. Don't blow it
with a do-it-yourself resume. As a former
personnel manager, 111 write a laser-printed
resume that will get your attention and
respect! I'll tell you how to reach your
employers and what to say. High quality.
Low price. Student discount. Free
interview. Steve Coleman . A BETTER
RESUME . 278-3242

Buy one shampoo cut & style get
one half-price or $3.00 off one
shampoo, cut, style.

WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (UCB) presents
MY DINNER WITH ANDRE . Wallace
Shawn and Andre Gregory talk - for almost
two hours about stuff you wouldn't imagine.
A great film for its subtle impact. Friday
and Saturday at 8pm in 116 HS.

UCB Video presents Thelma & Louise in
the Rathskeller. It will be shown Tuesday
April 14 through Friday April 17. 11 am,
4:30pm , 1pm & 6pm respectively . Next
week: Gorilla's in the Mist.

1ra GENERAL

1st ANNIVERSARY
BLOW-OUT!

new comedians!
Tuesday April 14 & 21
at noon on the Quad (rainsite Rat)

Sculptured Nails only ... $35
$10.00 off European Perms
$5.00 off European Colors
or Frosts
Offer expires ~1S/92

Klaufsun Tanning
Patty Whitt, Receptionist; Lisa Lewis, 510 Min.• .... . . ..• . .. $43.00
Hairstylist; Brenda Renner, Hairstylist; Kim 3 Month unlimited . . . . . $80.00
Bishop, Owner, Stylist; Bonita Pence,
Receptionis.t; Not pictured Julie Mowell. Nall
Technician. Walk-Ins Welco:e
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Who really does have the
lowest textbook prices?
The bookstore on camP.US would like you to believe that
they offer the best prices on new anCl used textbooks

That's just not true!
On March 30th, 1992, the first day of class for the Spring Quarter, we
compared prices on 30 randomly selected textbooks and here's what we found.
COURSE
ACC 201
ACC408
ANT201
GL 107
COM 102
COM 102
cs 205
cs 205
cs 205
cs 205
cs 205
cs 141
EE 301
MS 201
MS 201

TEXTBOOK
Principles of Accounting
Advanced Accounting
Principles of Human Anatomy
Environmental Geology
Looking Out Looking In
Communication Handbook
Computer Fundamentals
Personal Productivity w/DOS
Personal Productivity w/DBASElll
Lotus 1-2-3 Short Course
Norton Textra Writer 2.0
Turbo Pascal
Electric Circuits
Basic Business Statistics
Using Mystat

the College TheW.S.U New or
Store
Bookstore Used

$39.40 $39.45• Used
$58.40 $59.20 New
$56.95 $58.75 New
$53.20 $54.40 New
$21.75 $21.51 Used
$9.30
$10.50 New
$5.10 New
1$4.95
$10.60 $11.15 New
$20.75 $21.05 New
$16.55 $16.75 New
1$24.60 $24.95 New
1$26.10 $27.55 Used
1$58.95 $59.90 New
,9;41.25 $41.40 Used
$6.75
$7.10 New

COURSE
MTH 126
MTH 128
MTH 130
PLS 200
PLS 200
PLS 200
PSY 105
PSY 105
PSY 311
M&l 220
soc 200
soc 200
soc 200
soc 200
STT 164

TEXTBOOK

It's no fluke of nature that the College Store was priced below the campus
store on 26 out of 30 textbooks. That's how we've built our business. The
only fluke was that we were priced higher on 2, but that was quickly
resolved by reducing our price below our competition's.
t

At the College Store we don't match
other store's prices, we beat them!

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. across from W.S.U. next to Chi Chi's.

